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Create the best Web experiences in browsers and 

devices with our user interface controls designed 

expressly for jQuery, ASP.NET MVC, HTML 5 and CSS 3. 

You’ll be building on a solid foundation of robust Web 

technology without the need for plug-ins or 

extensions. 
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Installation 

Downloading 
Download Ignite UI 2017.2 Volume Release here. 

  

Release Notes 

Work Item ID Component Product Impact Description 

244615 igGrid Bug Using columns setter removes the grid caption 

242363 igGrid Bug renderNewRow API method disregards data-skip columns and breaks the layout. 

244380 igGrid (FeatureChooser) Bug 
Feature Chooser sorting state is wrong if grid data source is set at runtime a column is 
sorted, unsorted and then again sorted 

243305 igGrid (FeatureChooser) Bug 
Feature Chooser state for sorted column is incorrect after the column is sorted, unsorted, 
sorted again and then another column is sorted. 

244160 igGrid (Filtering) Bug An error is thrown when advanced filter dialog opens. 

238873 igGrid (GroupBy) Bug GroupBy summaries font size/style/color is out of place 

237553 igGrid (Sorting) Bug columnSorted event is triggered when unsorting a column using click + Shift key 

242813 igScheduler Bug Expose dataSource option 

243133 igScheduler Bug Mouse scroll wheel action is not working when using Week and Day view 

243256 igScheduler Bug 
When scrolling in Week/Day view with the mouse, on releasing of the button the whole 
container is selected/highlighted 

243298 igScheduler Bug Appointment title is gray and not readable 

243367 igScheduler Bug Some appointments appear shrinked under Week and Day View 

243603 igScheduler Bug Error when trying to select current date in igScheduler 

229997 igTreeGrid (Updating) Bug When Paging is enabled after editing a value in TreeGrid the tooltip shows incorrect text 

https://www.infragistics.com/my-account/keys-and-downloads/
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241738 
MVC Wrappers 
(Filtering) Bug 

Incorrectly generated expressions when using igGrid MVC wrapper with remote advanced 
filtering 

 


